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Wishing you all a Happy Womens Day! The UN
Women theme of this year is “DigitALL:
Innovation and technology for gender
equality.” A gender-responsive approach to
innovation, technology and digital education
can increase the awareness of women and girls
regarding their rights and civic engagement.

On the cover this month is someone I greatly
admire, Katharina Stanzel. Despite all she’s
achieved, she’s one of the most humble and
down-to-earth people I know and is always
willing to help. She’s a true role model for me
and all women hence we felt there was
nobody better to grace our cover for she
empowers and lifts all women around her.

If each of us could be like Kathy, imagine the
change we would be able to make in each
other's lives. We would make each other
stronger and empower each other to do more.
So let’s pledge this March 8th to lift each other
up and applaud the achievements of women
in maritime. She of Change was founded for
this very reason, to tell the stories of women
globally and celebrate women and their
achievements. We are so happy for your
support and encouragement that we are now
in our 8th edition.

She of Change is your voice - write to us to
share your stories and achievements.

I’m happy to share that the 4th Maritime
SheEO conference shall be held in Mumbai in
November 2023. The theme of this conference
is “Diversity for Innovation and Growth”. We
welcome you all to be part of this event and do 

Dear Readers,

FOUNDER'S NOTE

Regards,

Sanjam Sahi Gupta
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reach out to us to know how you can be part of
this and drive change in our industry.

Today we also launch the 3rd batch of the IMO-
funded Leadership Accelerator Program for
Women in Maritime along with WISTA
International. Thirty women globally shall be
taking the LEAP! If you wish to be part of the
LEAP program get in touch with us.

Leaving you with a quote by Sheryl Sandberg 
“We need women at all levels, including the
top, to change the dynamic, reshape the
conversation, to make sure women’s voices are
heard and heeded, not overlooked and
ignored.” ― Sheryl Sandberg

Reach out to me at
Sanjam@maritimesheeo.com



This 8th edition of She of Change celebrates
the magazine's second anniversary! It's been an
amazing two years, and we'd like to thank all of
our readers and well-wishers for their positive
feedback, encouragement, and support which
has motivated us to publish inspiring stories of
maritime professionals and seafarers
throughout the last two years. 

She of Change advocates for women leaders in
the maritime industry and in this edition, we
have featured many stories of women who
have found success in leadership positions. 
The cover page portrays Katharina Stanzel,
who has built a successful career in the
shipping industry and now leads as the
Managing Director of Intertanko, UK. Katharina
is without a doubt a role model for all young
shipping professionals.

Pilot Diaries, a regular feature of the magazine
curated by Jeanine Drummond, highlights the
only woman pilot in India, Reshma Nilofer.
Hope you are inspired by her journey. 
This issue also includes a summary of the
largest diversity conference, The Maritime
SheEO Conference ’22 as well as essays on
gender diversity that won awards in the
Maritime SheEO Competition. Also, a must
read is the interesting feedback of Women
professionals who have completed the LEAP
programme.

Many more features such as Who’s Making
Headlines, articles by maritime professionals,
shipping entrepreneurs, seafarers, cadets, etc.
advocating for gender equity, inclusivity, and
sustainability have been published. 

Dear Readers,

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Talking about Who’s Making Headlines, glad to
mention that Sanjam Sahi Gupta, Founder,
Maritime SheEO and Director, Sitara Shipping,
has been ranked No. 45 in All About Shipping,
UK's list of the 100 Top Women in Shipping for
the year 2022. A remarkable feat and well
deserved. Congratulations Sanjam!

I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank the
Maritime SheEO Team, especially Tenaz Cardoz,
Creative Director, for their time and efforts on the
magazine.

Here’s also wishing all women in maritime a Very
Happy Women’s Day and a successful year
ahead. 
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Regards,

Loretta Fernandes
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UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL 
WITH GEETHA SHETH

Tell us about your early experiences. How did
the path to the maritime industry come
about?
I stepped into the maritime industry by
working with a custom house agent. It was a
very enriching experience, as it gave me an
opportunity to learn about the entire door-to-
door shipment life cycle. I learned about the
challenges faced by customers. I later moved
to shipping lines and then to terminal
businesses, and learned about the exponential
cost incurred in case of delays or errors in
handling of shipments. 

How many years have you spent in the
industry and which are the different verticals
you have worked on?
Overall, I have 21 years of experience, 15 of
which have been in the shipping industry. I
started with a customs house agency, freight
forwarding, shipping lines and the last eight
years in the terminals business.

What drives your passion for the industry?
The logistics space in India is going through a
sea change with new terminals, ICDs, CFSs,
SEZs, new entrants in last mile – first mile
services and many more. This brings in more
opportunities and the scope for learning also 

increases tremendously. I have been associated
with the terminal business for the last 8 years
and I am enjoying every bit of it.

J M Baxi is on a growth trajectory, with
investments in new terminals, ICD and the rail
business. I am very happy to be a part of this
journey, and to be able to contribute to the
business.

In this interview, Geetha Sheth, AVP - Liner
(Marketing & CS) at J.M. Baxi, Mumbai talks
about her entrance into the shipping
industry, her passion for it, and the advice
she has for young women hoping to work
in the maritime industry.
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Are there any experiences that have made a
difference in your career?
I entered the terminal business many years ago
with apprehensions, as it was predominantly
male-driven. However, I was pleasantly
surprised by the support and encouragement
received from my colleagues. Thanks to them,
my learning curve was steep.

Mentorship is important. Do you have a 
mentor? What in your opinion is the
importance of having a mentor?
Mentors play an important role in the growth
of an individual, as they can gauge the
strengths and weaknesses, and offer guidance
in the right direction. I was fortunate to have
multiple mentors whose guidance helped me
learn and grow as a professional, and as an
individual.

What is your advice to young girls wishing to
join the industry?
Young ladies, shipping is a vast industry with
ample opportunities for varied skill sets. The
shipping and logistics space in India is growing
at a very fast pace and needs talented
resources to cater to the growth. If you like
challenges, this is the industry to be in, as
shipping is extremely time-sensitive, any delay
translates into increased costs. 

Proficiency and professionalism is the key to
success. If you have the entrepreneurial gene,
even better - gain experience and can start on
your own. If you are a techie, develop
something to ease the supply chain. This is an
industry where women have already broken
the glass ceiling and are successfully running
large organisations or their own enterprises.
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Katharina Stanzel, MD, Intertanko, UK,
discusses her ideas on leadership and success,
as well as the attributes that have helped her
evolve as a leader, in this interview. 

You are considered a role model yet you
remain so humble. What does success mean
to you?
Success for me is about learning. I have always
been curious and enjoy understanding new
things, gaining insights, and making
connections. If I learn how to do something for
the first time, that gives me a buzz. Success is
also about finding ways to improve. Sometimes
people misinterpret that as being always
critical, but for me, it is the opposite it’s about
continuing to learn.

What are your three strongest traits that help
you succeed?
One is probably my curiosity and the fact I can
find interest in pretty much anything, from
how things work, to how people tick, to what
processes are at play and link them. I think
about systems and their various components a
lot, what factors influence which outcomes,
etc.

INFLUENCING THE SHIPPING INDUSTRY -
CREATING A POSITIVE IMPACT
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Another is my work ethic. I like to work hard
and can be very tenacious when it comes to
achieving something I have set out to do. I am
also quite resilient in dealing with setbacks or
unexpected events. I have learnt over the years
what effects they tend to have on me
psychologically, and how to reframe and find
the ‘silver lining'.

Lastly, I focus on not comparing myself to
others and their achievements, but to be my
best self and what I would like to achieve. It
means I set my own bar and expectations and
of course, that is also where the danger is. I
have very high expectations of myself, which
can be hard to manage, so this is one trait that
swings both ways and needs to be handled
well (and after more than 50 years, I am still
learning how to do that).

Describe your leadership style and how you
“lead” others. Is it different from your male
counterparts?
I try to be as authentic as possible, so no, it is
not different because I can only ever be me
and I think many male leaders are aspiring to
do exactly that too (be themselves I mean).

Good leadership, to me, is about staying aware
of a situation and adapting to what is needed
in the moment. There is never just one style
that works for every person or situation. 

From gaining support for a proposed strategic
direction from my board to guiding a member
on how to manage a tricky situation or
motivating a colleague to tackle a difficult task,
every situation can be influenced by leadership
but will need a different approach. 

And I think sometimes there is a silent
leadership, that isn’t necessarily visible. It’s
more about taking responsibility to support
someone else, ensuring the outcome is what is
needed and it doesn’t matter who is ‘seen’ as
leading the charge. 

Who inspired you to be a leader and why?
I am the oldest of three and there is quite an
age difference between my siblings and me, so
providing leadership was expected of me from
a young age. In that and in later life, I never set
out to be a ‘leader’. I tend to get on with things
and if I see leadership is required, at any level
and in whatever form, I have no problem taking
that on. Of course, leadership comes with the
responsibility to see things through for positive
results, so there are usually associated
expectations and pressure to be prepared for.

When I was young, there was a TV programme
that intrigued me. The characters included a
female doctor working on a space station. She
was a member of what we would today call the
leadership team and I remember pondering
why she did not simply take command. She
was clearly as intelligent and able as her
counterparts, but she would advise and
counsel instead of taking over, providing
leadership from her respective position and
contributing to their overall success. I think
that influenced how I think about leadership.
Taking the lead can be costly and sometimes
others don’t appreciate it but with that
awareness, one can often use communication
to get successful outcomes.

The way I see it, leadership can and should
happen at every level, it isn’t linked to a
position at the front or at the top.
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When you began your career many years ago,
did you ever imagine that you would have a
leadership role in this profession/
organization?
Absolutely not, no. I set out to study medicine
initially but gained some valuable early
insights working as a nurse, so then changed
to become a biologist. My working life has
been an evolution of taking opportunities as
they arose, being ready and bold enough to say
yes (and sometimes no) when the time was
right. And some of those opportunities didn’t
look like much at first sight. 

The reason I am here now is not because
somebody said: hey look there is an amazing
career path for you. It is because a rather
arrogant professor back in Germany told me
my English was not good enough to succeed
as a scientist. So I set out to rectify that, ended
up working three jobs to cover the fees, and
moved to Australia to continue my studies
there.

When I read advice that suggests we should
know where we want to be 5 years from now
or 10, I always think how dangerous that could
be. Having goals and a sense of our own values
is important, but being too prescriptive could
mean missing out on some amazing things.

What message do you want to give to the
young women aspiring to be leaders?
Just do it! You can lead from whatever position
you are in at the moment. Don’t wait for
somebody to teach you how to do it or give you
a badge that says ‘leader’. We all live and work
in an ecosystem made up of many different
components and influenced by factors both
within and outside our individual control. It is
useful to recognise and work on those we can
control and most of the time, various different
strategies can lead to successful outcomes, so
we can all learn from each other constantly. I
think that is why the stories and solutions of
others hold so much interest for us. 

The only other thing I would say (including to
my younger self) is: don’t expect a gold star for
taking the initiative or responsibility for
something. Life isn’t like that and sometimes
real results take years to show up, but if you
manage to be self-reliant in the meantime and
keep learning, you will get really good at it.

What has been your experience leading as MD
at Intertanko?
Leading INTERTANKO has been a fantastic
journey. When I joined, initially as the Deputy
MD, I had a clear agreement with the Chairman
at that time, Capt. Graham Westgarth of TK,
that we would give it a year. 

I had no experience with commercial shipping
(a fact we had both identified clearly and
openly from the start). But my environmental
background and transferable skills from
working for a UN body were relevant enough to
cover a lot of what was needed at that time.
And the board had identified a need for
change, so bringing me in as a bit of a wild
card was a risk they were willing to take, and so
was I.  

In hindsight, I take my hat off to their vision
because it could have gone wrong quite easily.
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Was it hard? Absolutely! Did I enjoy it? Not very
much, at least initially.

It was tough coming into firmly established
structures and looking for ways of improving
their functionality without breaking what was
working well. Gaining the trust of the people I
worked with took time and effort, as did
finding the right approaches, levers, and allies
to move things. 

Cultural differences played a big role in how
my efforts were perceived and interpreted too.
The other aspect I struggled with for quite
some time, was that I really did not like the
organizational culture I came into. But while
it’s relatively easy to change processes and
procedures successfully, culture is a lot more
complicated to influence. 

Like any ecosystem, human organizations are
complex and their cultures can be tricky to
change as a whole, so that was one of my
biggest challenges.

The one thing that I have enjoyed from the
beginning, is learning to understand what
Members, our staff, and external stakeholders
need from the Association. 

It is a process that continues every day and as I
understand more, I get better at addressing
those needs. That is what gets me out of bed in
the morning. Whenever I feel frustrated with
the job (and yes of course that happens), all I
need to do is talk to one of our Members or a
colleague about the issues they are currently
working on, and I remember why I’m doing it.



At this same time, introductions with inspiring
people such as Reshma encouraged Jillian and
I to consider how to use social media more
effectively to connect more women in
maritime from around the globe. 

During 2019, the world became a little smaller
as we embraced the IMO World Maritime Day
theme of 'Empowering Women in Maritime'
and with our own challenge to profile a
different woman in maritime every day of the
year. It was a huge success, highlighting many
different maritime career pathways and
journeys, and bringing out a few more women
marine pilots with whom Reshma could
connect.

With wonderful support from our friends at the
Australasian Marine Pilots Institute, Nautical
Institute South East Australia Branch we were
able to invite Reshma to Australia to attend the
2019 Australasian Marine Pilots Conference in
Sydney. 

During the conference Reshma provided her
own insights into pilotage, empowering
women in pilotage through her experiences in
India at a Connecting Women in Maritime
Breakfast panel discussion. 

PILOT DIARIES

Through social media, somewhere back in late
2018 or early 2019, I had heard of India’s only
woman marine pilot, Reshma Nilofer. I was very
keen to meet her and congratulate her on such a
momentous achievement, and be able to offer
any support we could from afar on her chosen
career path.  

It was only a matter of time before we
connected on social media, and started sharing
messages, and I was able to introduce her to the
work of the Nautical Institute South East
Australia branch, Women in Maritime, and my
co-founder, the amazing Jillian Carson-Jackson. 

Curated by:
Jeanine Drummond
Managing Director and
Principal Marine
Advisor at Integral
Maritime, Australia
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It was during this visit, I had the wonderful
opportunity to host Reshma at our home in
Newcastle, and was able to get to know her
well while she fitted into our busy family life.
This also provided an opportunity to ensure
Reshma was able to undertake pilotage
observations with the pilot teams in Newcastle
and Sydney, and a visit to the Port Ash Manned
Model Ship Handling centre. 
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Having shared ideas, best practices, great
discussions and support with Reshma, and
watched her career flourish over the last five
years, it is truly a delight to be able to
introduce her to you today, and I am sure you
will enjoy reading her Pilots Diaries.

CROSSING THE BARS AND BENDS OF RIVER
HOOGHLY, KOLKATA

If anyone told me that I'd be standing in front
of the Honourable President of India, say 10
years ago, trust me I would have laughed out
loud and winked at you. In fact, like many
other women seafarers in my country, I had no
awareness of the Maritime Industry until I
found myself applying for entry one fine day. 

I was 17 years old when I completed my
schooling without really knowing what I
wanted to do for a living. Fast forward to
where I am now, I am grateful to all of my
mentors, colleagues, fellow mariners, and for
all the opportunities that have come my way. 

Today I receive a lot of attention because I
happen to be India's first and only woman
maritime pilot. However, let me tell you that it
has been a journey filled with hurdles that
have required all of my resilience and
determination; and now sitting at the crest
and relishing the sweet fruit of success makes
me feel like it was all worthwhile. But I also
have to tell you now that if I can do it, anyone
can do it. It was just my fortune that I tried it 

Reshma Nilofer Visalakshi,
Marine Pilot , Syama Prasad Mookerjee Port, Kolkata

before the rest of the women in my country. It
is simply NOT impossible. I now feel lonely here
(sometimes) and really want other female
seafarers to be a part of this very rewarding
career and join our lady pilot group (from
around the world) which got together post our
Maritime SheEO Conference held in 2021. 



To introduce everyone to what work we do and
how we do it, I need to tell you about the River
Hooghly where I work. This is very unique
compared to the work maritime pilots do in
most ports of the world. 

This River Hooghly is a major distributary of the
Glacial River Ganges (also Holy Ganges) from
the Himalayan Range. The river experiences a
semi-diurnal tidal pattern, i.e. two high waters
and two low waters every day. The Hooghly
estuary located in the Bay of Bengal region is a
part of the highly dynamic deltaic
environment where the bars and sands shift
slightly each passing day. Tidal variations are
pre-dominant in this estuary, and tides
propagate a considerable distance through a
complex network of various riverine systems,
inlets, bays, and creeks having vital
implications on water mass exchange,
reworking of deltaic sediments, and the mixing
process. 

The Hooghly River houses two major ports of
national importance, viz. Kolkata Dock System
and Haldia Dock Complex, which are both
under the Syama Prasad Mookerjee Port (the
first major port of India), of which I am an
employee. 

The range of tide in several areas in the river
(height between low water and high water)
can go up to 6.2-6.5m and the tidal strength
can range up to 8-9 kts. We also experience
what we call the 'Tidal Bores' when the
incoming tide approaches like a wave with a
height of over 5-7 ft on perigee spring tides. 

This special phenomenon happens because of
a wide and deep sea converging and
funnelling into a narrow river channel which is
not deep enough to accommodate the rush of
the incoming flood current and there are too
many bends to deflect this rush of water. These
waves form curlers and hit ships in the area
causing a violent jerk on the anchor or heaving
of the vessel (like a sharp yaw upward) and 
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then swinging (ship at anchor) or a drastic
speed drop (ships underway facing tide). 

Manoeuvring ships that are swinging to bore is
a particularly tricky one mastered over years of
observation and training. This is why the river is
one of the most difficult pilotage waters in the
world. And no two days are the same, a
different ship, different natural conditions like
the strength of the tide, wind, and a different
crew to work with. 

Coming to the ports, where we, the Hooghly
River Pilots work, are the Sagar and Diamond
Harbour Anchorages (where ships lighter cargo
to smaller barges that transport it up-river), the
Baj Baj Pontoon Jetties for smaller tankers, the
Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Dock, the
Khidderpore Dock (heritage docks), the Haldia
Dock, the Haldia Oil Jetties 1-3, the Outer
Terminal 2, and the River Mooring Buoy.

We also crew the Haldia VTMS (Vessel Traffic
Management Scheme) in turns amongst
ourselves. This pilot service is over 350 years
old, officially serving even before the Port came
into official commission by the Government! 

When ships arrive and anchor at Sandheads,
they contact the Sagar VTS and send in their
arrival particulars. They are then
communicated a time of arrival at each
waypoint until the pilot boards and further
instructions are transmitted via email. This is
our way of E-MPx, for over 15 years! 



And guess what, we have also been trying our
hands at Remote Piloting in our own small way
which, in my opinion, goes as far as it can go
with current technological innovation. 

When ships proceed up in a convoy (tidal port), 
 ships are monitored for the following waypoints
and ETA by the officer of the watch (under a
Commander, Sagar, Pilot Station). However, we
pilots take over from them at a critical area and
remote pilot them (via VHF) until our colleague
embarks or disembarks and the pilot launch
gets clear. The channel leading to Haldia is just
about two ships’ length and the channel width
in some portions of the Kolkata Channel is under
150 m thus the restrictions on the length and
beam of the ships calling at Kolkata Port (length
172m and 25m beam). 

Larger tankers can dock at Baj Baj where
berthing is more akin to a four-point mooring
with the port anchor down. The ships barely rest
on the jetty – in fact, they do not rest on the jetty
at all – but are instead held a foot off by the
mooring ropes to the four mooring buoys.
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For those women who would like to join me as
a pilot here, you will need a Master Unlimited
(Foreign Going) license. 

Although our port is the only port that accepts
Bachelor of Nautical Science graduates and
Second Mate license holders, we now get
ample applicants who are Master Mariners so I
would suggest you get to that rank and then
move ashore to ports. 

A Master Mariner trains for about 2 years to
experience two full seasonal changes in the
river to qualify as a pilot. We work for about
two days and get an optional 2 day or 1 day rest
period owing to a long river passage that may
stretch to even 13 hrs (outward passage) one
way on slow general cargo carriers or deep
ships that need to anchor and wait for the next
rising tide to clear the final few bars before
Sagar where we disembark pilots. 

Between two ships, we rest approximately for
one tide on board a very comfortable and
specifically made Pilot Vessel Ma Ganga (in
monsoon months) Or the Sagar Pilot Station
(on Sagar Island in fair weather season). 

We earn very comfortable wages and get
ample leave to take our minds off stuff and go
on a vacation with family and friends. This
government service provides a great work-life
balance for women who are planning to have a
family and children. 

I take this opportunity, this space, and the days
leading to the occasion of the International
Women's Day celebrations to invite more
women in the maritime and more daring
women to join our bandwagon of pilots. 

Yes, our jobs involve climbing pilot ladders and
navigating miraculous machines of various
sizes and types, yet it is surely proven possible
and is a viable career for aspirants. 
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IT’S A LONG VOYAGE...

In this narrative, Reema Mehta recounts her
thoughts about being a woman in the
maritime industry and her achievements.

Well, you guys must be thinking why this title,
however, it's just my reality.

I am a proud Shefarer, who completed her B-
Tech Marine Engineering in 2013 and since
then I have been working ashore in various
positions and roles.

1000:14 was the ratio when I was passing out
from Marine college, however as corporate life
began this ratio started to widen even more.

I've always wanted to do something different
from the rest of the crowd, taking risks to
experience what was beyond the defined
boundaries and exploring different ideas, and
most importantly, aiming higher. 

Well, one of the adventures was landing in
Maritime, and the kick was the lack of women
in the industry and my determination to bring
about change, so what could have been better
to stand out? It has certainly been a roller
coaster journey, criticized by my college
friends, down heartened by society, and a lot of
skepticism in the business sector, however, all
the high waves and low tides, sharpened my 
own beliefs and capabilities each day.

From the beginning of my corporate career, I
was blessed to have good managers with
diverse and strong personalities who imparted
to me a wide range of knowledge, from 

Reema Mehta
Vessel Manager

conquering entry-level challenges to
developing leadership skills. Common learning
was surely ultimately to become a good
human being.

From being a taskmaster - who really set a
strong foundation for shipping in me - to giving
very good experience in conflict management -
to emphasizing soft skills and people values.
What more could I have asked for?

Working as a Vessel Manager, I am responsible
for the Technical Operations of the assigned
ships. This entails engaging with many
stakeholders on a regular basis for technical
matters, as well as aboard Crew - to be specific,
the Masters and Chief Engineers.

It is a challenge in itself, primarily because
there are barely any women in this role and 
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moreover, most of the crew (the Masters and
the Chief Engineer) have not experienced
women as their vessel's manager, and the fuel
to the fire was, I was quite young, Indian and
with no sailing experience.

The toughest job for me was (is) to break the
perceived notation or rather stereotypical
thoughts, that people hold, even before they
had the first-hand experience themselves.
Actually, I must admit, it's also kind of the
same ashore but with milder intensity. It's said,
"You don't need a new day to start over, you
only need a new mindset".

equally for what we deserve. We don't wish to
be higher but to be equal. 

I still remember a question being asked
whenever I attend shipping networking events
- what do you do? I'm a Vessel Manager (VM).
Yes, but what do you do? Then my male VM
colleague has to intervene saying - she does
the same job as I do, post which they are
stunned for a moment and recognize the
milestone achieved with an appreciative
gesture.

I remember being told by a handful of people,
that I have achieved this milestone just
because I'm a girl, however when assigned
vessels perform well or outperform, it's
interesting to hear - whether it was because of
capability or gender.

Has my ship left the harbour? Yes, certainly the
same day I went for admission to Marine
college and I'm still sailing and wish to
continually sail across rivers, oceans, and
continents each day. Not stopping just because
society still does not recognize or still has
disbelief in the actual potential we have and
can contribute diversly to grow together.

I believe in setting my own boundaries and not
anyone else setting my limitations. You?

The times are changing and I have been
blessed to have a great team ashore and
onboard, a mix of young and senior leaders
whom you inspire and you as well get inspired
by them every day.

I must say, the newer generation of leaders is
much more adaptive, which is a good ray of
hope for the future of shipping, as these young
leaders will drive the change and call for much
more diversity and inclusion in the industry,
purely on the basis of talent and capabilities
and not gender alone.

Is the battle over for me? Not really, it’s a battle
fought every day and will be fought till we
have normalization in the shipping fraternity,
where women do not have to seek inclusion
but are being by default seen and treated 
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AMET - PIONEER IN
INSTILLING GENDER
EQUITY IN MARITIME
EDUCATION

Women are the most important and effective
pillar of every successful economic activity. In
the name of tradition and age-old customs
and beliefs, women are denied to have equal
opportunities which hinder their talent from
being exhibited in various domains.

Therefore, even in this 21st Century, women are
forced to take care of domestic activities
besides their capacity, education, and skills. It
is a collective responsibility of all of us to work
for gender equality. However, Educational
Institutions have more responsibility in leading
society from the front in all the reformative
initiatives.

Gender equity is becoming an integral part of
the strategic planning of various industries and
workplaces. Maritime Industry is the most
important economic sector which provides
direct and indirect employment to the people
across the world population.

Academy of Maritime Education and Training
(AMET), India’s First Deemed to be University in
Maritime Education, has understood the
immense importance of gender equality in the
shipping industry. Generally, shipping is a male
dominated industry. There are some major
hurdles such as cultural barriers, lack of 

Dr. V. Sangeetha Albin
Joint Registrar, AMET University,
Chennai 

awareness on the prospects of a maritime
career, and inadequate recruitment policies
that hinder the progress of gender equity in
the shipping industry. AMET has taken up this
global issue and devised various strategies to
inculcate gender equity in maritime education.
These strategies have not only contributed to
gender equity but also helped towards
producing the finest human resources for the
Maritime Industry.

AMET is India’s First Private Maritime University
for maritime-related education, training, and
research established in Chennai by the
renowned social activist and educationist Dr. J.
Ramachandran in the year 1991 with 14 cadets.

The University is undertaking continuous
efforts to inculcate the values of pluralism
among students. Maritime cadets are being
provided with special schemes and
programmes to understand the uniqueness of
different cultural, ethnic, regional, and social
groups.The cadets are trained to manage and
lead all kinds of team environment. At present,
206 women students are studying various
maritime and related courses.

The Gender equity strategies of AMET are in
three phases such as at the time of admissions,
during course delivery, and while engaging
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alumni. The number of girls choosing maritime
programmes is very low when compared to
boys. Admitting an equal number of girls and
boys to the campus and implementing gender
sensitivity programmes are given importance.
Hence, the University conducts special drives
for admitting women cadets. Awareness
events are organized at Girls’ Schools more
particularly.

The University provides special scholarships to  
women, established single girl child
scholarships, and supports them also through
a special scheme called Earn While You Learn.
All these support programmes of the
University are well advertised to attract more
women cadets. Gender Sensitivity is a
compulsory course in the curriculum of
maritime programmes. All cadets shall
undergo this course. This makes them
conceptually ignited toward gender equity.

The University has appointed a full-time
counselor to mentally prepare both boys and
girls for gender equity in the traditionally male
dominated shipping industry. Moreover,
orientation programmes, induction sessions,
sensitization events, shows, exhibitions, etc. are
being organized at the University periodically
to inculcate gender equity among maritime
cadets.

At the campus, AMET encourages girls to
participate in all competitive platforms where
they have an equal stage to perform and
exhibit their innate talents. AMET engages
illustrious girls’ alumni of AMET to sensitize the
women cadets who are on campus now.

Ms. Reshma Nilofer Visalakshi, who was a cadet
of AMET has become the first Indian as well as
one of the world's very few women marine
pilots after qualifying as a river pilot in 2018.
She received Nari Shakti Puraskar Award in
2019 from the Government of India. This 
 stands as a testimony of the promotion of
gender equity by AMET.

Girl cadets will be marching in the front
during parade ceremonies, as a special
mark of respect, regard, and admiration,
and adeath knell to gender bias.
Girl cadets in leadership roles are at an all-
time high in AMET which continues to
impact their growth and influence them to
close the leadership gap.

Some of the practical strategies being devised
and followed at AMET to promote gender
equity:



AMET influences girls through various orientation sessions that it is a myth to believe that men
are superior; AMET Faculty encourages them to stay emancipated from all oppressions they
have faced.
Girl cadets are always encouraged to participate in NCC parades on campus and also AMET
appreciates senior girl cadets guiding male cadets in discipline and daily routines.
More special psychological sessions and workshops were held to sensitize them to stay assertive.
Taking gender concerns into account, when AMET design and implement admission programs,
the campaigns are oriented toward girls’ school all over the Country.
The approach towards admission: AMET follows a gender mainstreaming strategy integrating
the gender concerns in the Country.
Moreover AMET provides added Scholarships for girl cadets, in order to empower the females to
venture into the Maritime industry.
AMET organizes events where role models speak to girls about their experiences. AMET tries top
air individual girls with senior mentors with the intention of creating long-lasting relationships.
AMET takes girls to see athletic events with senior participants. A meet-and-greet event is
always arranged afterward to allow girls to interact with players. In such events, AMET has
added contests like Morse code quiz, Celestial navigation, Boat rowing, and tough of Oars to
enhance their inclination to the shipping industry

AMET is committed to offering the student, not only academic and social opportunities, but also a
variety of other experiences, lectures, seminars, get-togethers, cultural festivals, social campus
events, and volunteer community activities to make everyone have a holistic experience through
curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular programmes. From the experience of AMET, it is evident
that Maritime Educational Institutions shall take necessary initiatives such as offering more
fellowships or free ships to aspiring women seafarers and also ensure a diversified learning and
living culture at the Institution to promote gender equity in Maritime Sector.

AMET was also the Education Partner for the Maritime SheEO Conference 2022.
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EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS TO ACHIEVE
GREATER DIVERSITY AND SUSTAINABILITY

The Sustainable Development Goals and other
measures have clear arguments for ensuring the
effective participation of all humans in all
spheres of life hence, addressing diversity,
equality and sustainability is not just a human
rights issue. 

For example, a study on the impact of gender
diversity on businesses has shown that in
societies where women’s inclusion into the
economy had normative and regulatory support,
it increased women’s participation and resulted
in higher productivity. 

On the other hand, where certain groups of
people are prevented from contributing to
society, the world at large suffers loss and this
must be curbed.

Firstly, achieving a great measure of equality and
inclusivity in any society begins with awareness
and education. The popular perception, whether
completely accurate or not, is that education
develops potential and leads to a successful life. 

Winner
Heritage Sanmi-Lawal (Nigeria)

Furthermore, spotlighting a societal issue gives
room for innovative solutions and speedy
resolutions.  Raising awareness and educating
people on the need for a fair, inclusive and
diverse world would prompt their
consciousness as they carry out daily activities. 

Essays on Gender Diversity

In a contest for the Maritime SheEO Conference 2023, we requested young people from
around the world to write an essay about what would be their vision of diversity for the
future.  Here are the essays of our winner and runner-ups. 
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By virtue of research and literature available, it
may be clear that in the vast majority of cases,
there is an existing social bias against the
participation of certain groups of people in the
economic sector and this can be traced to
traditional views and beliefs. 

It should be noted at this point that these views
invariably influence the accessibility to
education, justice, health and other sectors. 

Additionally, the challenges of gender
mainstreaming must be addressed
internationally and nationally. 

The nature of international policies and laws do
not have the required measure of strength and
enforcement to aid equilibrium and social
stability. The solution would be to promote
awareness of these measures and policies. 

Aside from education, partnerships with private
corporations and institutions will promote
global centres for diversity and sustainability,
and this is in a bid to encourage governments to
invest in contributing to the SDGs and the
development of effective policies for societies. 

The leadership of such establishments must
set targets for social stability and the green
economy as well as give a fair and equal voice
to women and facilitate the higher
prioritisation of issues that are relevant to
them. 

Hence, a partnership between individual
institutions and industry associations/
organisations to provide adequate research,
networking, and fellowship opportunities to
increase equity in the world is highly
important. 

Finally, in particular, with reference to diversity,
it is time for young people to be fully involved
in policy making, technological solutions, and
participation in new sectors across the globe. 

The Covid-19 pandemic opened up this
possibility and it is important young adults
keep this door open to take sustainability and
diversity to the next level.
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The shipping industry is the backbone of the
world economy and it has contributed
significantly to the world’s trade affairs. 

While shipping regulators have the
responsibility of protecting the environment
and the wider interests of society, they also
need to have practical knowledge of how their
initiatives can have long-term impacts on the
industry itself. We believe that the maritime
industry can once again become a beacon of
hope in our global future. 

To do so, the present generation of executives
will be vital in taking the industry beyond the
need to comply with decarbonisation
requirements and buzzwords about
digitalization, the two topics that dominate
current discussion in the industry. Promoting
Diversity and Sustainability are the two major
challenges on a global scale in all ecosystems
and communities around the world. 

An all–embracing and diverse working
environment will become a boon to maritime
employees. The scope of sustainability has
expanded beyond the environmental
footmark. For example, it now includes factors
like human rights and social accountability.

The benefits of allowing diverse nationalities
can overcome the disadvantages, and
contribute towards the promotion of new
ideas and perspectives, elevate productivity,
reduce employee turnover, give better service,
drive innovation, offer a wider range of skills,
improve cultural insights, and boost the
industry’s reputation. 

The pivotal act of including seafarers
irrespective of gender, nationality, and age and
instilling in them proper training to go hand in
hand with the newest technology will become 

Runner-up
Cadet Susnata Mukherjee (India)

a turning point for the shipping industry. Only
2% of the maritime sector is made up of female
seafarers. IMO supports gender equality and
empowerment of women through gender-
specific fellowships, by facilitating high-level
technical training for women in the maritime
sector. Captain Radhika Menon, the first
woman Captain of the Indian Merchant Navy
and Ms. Sonali Banerjee, India’s first woman
marine engineer have ingrained in a huge
number of women the desire to become an
undaunted mariner and follow their footsteps
towards a brighter future.

For achieving sustainability, it is crucial to
harmonize three core elements that are
interconnected with each other: economic
growth, social inclusion, and environmental
protection. The shipping industry supports a
‘cradle to grave approach to sustainability. 

The maritime sector is committed to the
implementation of numerous IMO
environmental requirements on such matters
as anti-fouling paints, cargoes, CFCs, garbage,
NOX emissions, sewage, and volatile organic 
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compounds (VOCs) to list but a few. Even
though ships are known to be the least
polluting mode of the transportation system,
in order to achieve zero carbon emissions the
maritime industry is adopting numerous
measures. 

Presently young seafarers have a strong focus
on ensuring human safety and well-being,
preventing sexual harassment, working to
upgrade skills and competencies, and securing
human rights. This is a major part of achieving
sustainability. 

It is high time that the current generation of
valiant seafarers work methodically on these
solutions and help the shipping industry to
attain great heights.

India has a maritime history which dates back
to  3000 BC. The inhabitants of the Indus
Valley Civilization had a maritime trading link
with Mesopotamia during this time, according
to historical records. Nonetheless, ongoing
efforts have been made to make it more
diversified and work-friendly.

Diversity and inclusion are excellent assets to
any company’s sustainability efforts. They
improve productivity and efficiency, support
better decision making, and make it easier to
adopt structural and operational changes that
benefit people, the planet, and their bottom
line. 

Every sector should be diverse in nature. In the
Maritime sector, Diversity has its own
advantages. We should have a clear vision to
make our Maritime diverse. In my point of
view, there can be various steps with which to
achieve greater Diversity in our maritime
sector. 

Runner-up
Cadet Tanishka Rawat (India)

These are as follows: 
1) Group should be Diverse :- 
We need different Generation groups of
seafarers. Because we live in an age of
digitization and newer technology, we need
young minds who can quickly adapt to new 
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Some seats should be set aside for women. 
We must publicize this field by making
people aware of it, as many are unaware of
it. 
Companies should treat men and women
equally and should add some provisions for
them for a better economic growth. 

technology and explore more with the new
equipment utilized in ships. Aside from that, I
would not deny that experience is important.
As a result, combining the older and younger
generations is critical to achieving the desired
milestone.

2) Equality in Gender :- 
To make the sector diverse, we require both
male and female seafarers. Although , DGS
took some steps to promote women seafarers
like in fee reductions etc. as we see in the data,
women represent only 1.2% of the Global
seafarer workforce as per the ICS 2021 seafarer
workforce report. 

In my point of view, we can promote women
seafarers by adopting the following- 

1.
2.

3.

3) Allowing Diverse Nationalities: - 
As we all know, the maritime industry is a
diverse one in terms of job profiles. Every
seafarer must travel from one region of the
planet to another. However, a vessel/ship often
has many nationalities, which has some
disadvantages such as alienation, language
barrier, and so on. However, it provides other
benefits such as improving the promotion of
ideas and global perspectives, increasing
efficiency, providing better service, and
enhancing the industry's reputation.

4) Proper Job Description: -  
We should develop a proper job description
that targets the particular person with some
specified skill-set so that every individual
knows the exact skill which the company
requires from them irrespective of the person’s  

Now, if we want to make our Industry more
Sustainable then we should follow these steps- 
We must operate in accordance with the fact
that sustainability is not only on a specific bout
but on the entire industry.

1) Creating an Eco-friendly Environment:- 
As sustainability mainly focuses on the
Environment we, therefore, have to create a
better environment by reducing pollution
which can only be done by reducing polluting
agents in the industry like using less carbon,
and sulphur, or avoiding products that will
pollute the environment.

color, creed, gender, etc. 

5) Innovation:- 
For Innovation, it is necessary to have some
meetings for juniors with seniors so that every
individual can interact with each other and we
should provide the right environment so that
everyone can speak freely and present their
ideas in front of everyone. 

If we work with this mindset then we can
surely create a better maritime Industry and
we will surely turn our vision of making it more
diverse into reality. 
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2) Make Sustainable Developments Goals:- 
i) Sustainable or efficient use of marine resources so that we reduce the loss of biodiversity. 
ii) Providing economic means of transport for better commerce. 
iii) Arrange some sessions for seafarers or members of the maritime Industry 
iv) Effective use of waste disposal. 
v) Providing a better environment to the members. 

3) Use smart technology:- 
Nowadays there are various technologies that we can adopt to make the industry more sustainable.
For example, by navigation or by using tech we can reduce sea traffic which reduces more use of a
resource. 

We can also digitize everything for less paperwork or tedious work. 

If we work according to this, then we can surely make the maritime industry more diverse and
sustainable and the best place to work in comparison to other industries. 

This will attract many individuals and seafarers or members of this community. We should take
steps forward to make it the best.
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2023 Goals
Goals are your first step and the ultimate answer to achieving great things. Goals fuel motivation
and define your roadmap to realizing your dreams. Goals are certainly more dreamable and
achievable if you have the right knowledge and skills to help you achieve it.

If you have been following our social media, you probably saw that the participants of the Maritime
SheEO Leadership Accelerator Programme shared how the course empowered them to set big
goals for 2023. Here are their goals:

LEAP Special!

Plan my social media strategy better to boost my personal brand
Be a panelist for the first time in a professional seminar in the
maritime industry
Apply to the Chevening program to obtain an LLM scholarship in
the UK. The Chevening program is focused on leadership and
networking, so my experience in LEAP will definitely count a lot
in this application.

Ana Clara Mendonça do Nascimento

Continue to encourage girls to enter the maritime industry and
be their unofficial unrecognised mentor because my aim has
always been to increase women participation from average 2%
to an equal 50% or a figure that represents the gender
population. 
I aim to collaborate with Maritime Training Institutes to build an
on-the-go module for Women in Maritime only. 

Dr. Yasmin Binti Mohd Hasni



Take on greater leadership roles. I believe I'm in a good position
to do so while still upholding the UN's goals and forging new
relationships.
I want to be elected to leadership roles in organizations that
favor equality and progress to support anyone who shares my
philosophy and wants to engage in international trade. 
Motivating and supporting everyone who is willing to go the
path with me while promoting my brand and striving to leave
my personal mark and legacy.

Zamangwane Hlongwane

Share the acquired knowledge from program with FESAN
(Female Seafarers of Nigeria) and other Maritime organizations I
belong to.
For my current organization, I intend adding value with the
gained knowledge, to drive down production cost and
demurrage to as low as reasonably practicable. I am a better
leader now, after the just concluded leadership session.
Academic up-skill. Undergoing a Master’s course in MALMO
Sweden in the coming year to expand my academic prowess.

Capt. Edidiong Akpanebe 

2023 is my year of upward social and professional mobility. 
Once there are any vacancies in or outside my department, I will
not hesitate to go for them.
I will also be connected with other professionals in and outside
my country in order to upgrade myself.

Tabeth Njanji
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LEAP Special!
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Hear From The Recently Graduated Batch!

LEAP Special!

Constance R Mcharo, Principal Human Resource Officer at Kenya Port
Authority

I believe 2023 will come with a lot of good tidings. I have done this
leadership program and I have learnt a lot about Leadership and Personal
Branding. The knowledge and skills I have acquired will enable me move to
a higher level at my workplace or even to a higher calling outside my
organization if need be.
 
My dream as I applied for this program was that I could leap to a high level
in my career and through this training I will be able to achieve this.
 
I also know that I am a better leader having gone through this program
since I now know how to handle challenges at the workplace. I am
definitely better than how I was before the training.

Wenia Pwatirah - Flag Lieutenant to the Chief of the Naval Staff at Ghana
Navy

The LEAP program touched on self-development, capacity building and
leadership traits through sharing of experiences and practical leadership
scenarios. With this wealth of knowledge and experience, 2023 will be an
even better year for me, in terms of exhibiting and practicing the leadership
skills gained. 

I have learnt creative and better ways of interacting effectively with
personnel in my organization and especially my superiors. I see myself being
a better and improved version of my current self. I will improve on my
mentoring skills and actively engage with my mentees. I also know I have a
network and family in this second cohort across the globe and this is a
network I will take active steps to preserve.
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Hear From The Recently Graduated Batch!

Ana Clara Mendonça do Nascimento - Shipping Lawyer at Mattos Filho

LEAP was a truly enriching experience for my personal and professional life.
I am already practicing the exercises I have learned from the fantastic
coaches, mainly concerning personal branding and leadership.

LEAP Special!

Dr. Diana Zuwayyed - Marlins Test Centre / English language Lab Manager
at Jordan Academy for Maritime Studies

When I first heard about this LEAP, I thought it would be like any other
course I participated in. But luckily, it was far beyond my expectation. It’s a
really unique and very fruitful course. I encourage all the ladies to
participate in this course as they will improve themselves, strengthen their
personalities, and empower themselves regardless of their position. 

You will learn how to deal with a problematic situation through critical
thinking and brainstorming, as many scenarios can help you. Improve how
you communicate with others by using the art of storytelling and how to
introduce yourself in personal branding, which is an excellent experience to
share— convincing others with your ideas and crystallising others’
personalities, skills and characters.

Dhanuja Senthilvel - Regional Manager - West at Toll Group

More confident with the skills gained, especially with the Situational
leadership theory, I am excited to mentor team according to their
requirements. The necessity of branding is made clear, therefore I will
portray myself more on social media with my success stories in order to
inspire other women.
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Hear From The Recently Graduated Batch!

Abigail Bryan - Registrar of Ships at Maritime Authority of Jamaica

The LEAP programme has allowed me to become a more informed person
and I look forward to making a difference in 2023. In the workplace,
challenges will be managed more strategically, and interactions with
colleagues will be more guided.

LEAP Special!

Amal Albawardi - Consultant at Ministry of Energy (KSA)

The year of lost treasures, that’s what I decided to call the year 2023 as I
realized how I buried my passion, energy and abilities just trying to fit in a
place that will never appreciate who I am unless I prove myself as I am!
Starting by accepting and believing in myself and full of energy boosted by
the Coaching sessions.

With the support I received from the amazing colleages and trainers of the
SheEO and LEAP program, I found the ME that was postponed for a while!! I
decided to try spreading the energy that believe that I have been blessed
with. It's going to be an amazing year full of giving and acceptance of what
doesn't break you makes you stronger. 

Laure Bakala - Port Authority of DOUALA.
The privilege of participating in this second Women's Leadership
Programme has enabled me to increase my confidence and improve my
mindset. I have been able to improve my Power-point presentations (I used
to put too much colour on my slides). 

I now know what to post about myself on social networks. I have met
competent women from various professions in the maritime sector and
from other countries.

It is a very nice experience with quality courses and videos.
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AN ERA OF CHANGE? I HOPE SO!

What exactly is the problem?

The fact that the statistic of women at sea is
reported by the IMO as 2%, but I have to
question that of the 2%, what is the
percentage of mummies at sea?

Is there a solution?

Well, I guess that depends on what area you’re
trying to solve first; upping the numbers of
women at sea? Or showcasing that there are
mums at sea, successfully working and having
their families?

Or…do the two go hand in hand? 

If the industry is considered to be at least open
to the prospect of becoming more family-
friendly (and that goes for all genders, not just
mums), it will surely become a more attractive
industry for women to consider as a career
option.

Like it or not, I am seen to be a role model for
young female seafarers, showing them that it is
possible to have both the career you love and
the family life you desire, but…and there is
always a but, it is not an easy road ahead,
compromise will have to be made, it doesn't
work for all industries and you definitely need
the support back home.

Whilst I am seen on Instagram as
@mummy.at.sea, it is only seen from the
female perspective. In all honesty, my quest to
make companies start talking about how they
can make it more family-friendly, is not only for
the mums, but for all parents as a whole.

Heather Enness MNM
Master Mariner | DP Unlimited | BSc (Hons)

I currently work on a 3-week on, 9-week off ‘job
share’ basis, and yes, granted it’s not
permanent, and no, I don’t get my pension
contribution or some other employee benefits;
the mere fact that my company has even
entertained the idea of allowing me to do this
rotation is HUGE, and on top of that my job
share back to back is a guy(!) who was in need
of a better rotation too as he is a single father,
so the company is being inclusive of ALL and
not just siding with the women, singling us out,
which doesn’t always go in our favour; thank
you social media trolls!

Isn't this what we want to see as parents at sea:
an era of change, where companies are willing
to talk about a potential new norm, breaking
the mould and pioneering that change to
allow seafarers to continue at sea following
parenthood? It is definitely needed in order to
retain that talent pool, and whilst they're at it,
perhaps they can work on improved
communications for seafarers so they can
easily video call home without it being
pixelated or only hearing every other word and
having to try and piece together what was
said...but that's a discussion for another day.
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MARITIME PROCUREMENT DIGITALISATION

The world is now mostly connected via the
internet, but for centuries, the maritime
industry was the primary means of global
connectivity. It is more cost-effective and
environmentally friendly to use the shipping
industry for the transfer of commodities and
bulk materials despite the existence of rail and
air transportation. 

International shipping sector now handles
nearly 90% of global trade. Due to the
enormous rise in global population and the
corresponding rise in energy demand, the
marine industry is constantly growing in both
developing and industrialized nations.

The maritime business, where few trailblazers
see the limitations of the unstructured market
and conventional ways of conducting labour,
communication, or procurement onboard the
boats, is likewise not far behind as new
technology takes over practically every major
sector.

Seafarers live and work on ships for months on
end, contributing to the world's imports and
export. In this case, ship procurement may be
viewed as a minor portion of the broader
business, but efficient and uninterrupted ship
supplies are essential for the continuous and
effective operation of ships.

Here, technological advantages can make a
significant difference by addressing some
common problems faced by seafarers and
management firms with regard to fair prices,
ensuring the quality of the products, an 

Poonam Bhardwaj - Head of Business Development
Aastha Arora - Head of Operations

excessive reliance on
human-driven
processes, and endless,
repetitive
communication among
the various parties
involved in this
procurement cycle.

Research and studies
have revealed that many
industries have already
converted to e-
marketplaces, which has
been useful in terms of
reachability and
exponential business
growth in addition to
quick delivery. 
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A B2B online marketplace
where ships, ship
managers, ports, and
shipyards can purchase
marine products,
consumables, equipment,
and service products
necessary for the
uninterrupted and
effective operation of ships
has been developed by the
maritime industry taking
into account the same
studies and key features of
such a technology. 

Such a structure can boost savings and help businesses'
bottom lines, but it can also strengthen the resilience of global
supply networks.

One such seafarer, Captain Dhruv Sawhney, was determined to
take advantage of technological improvements, and he had
thoroughly studied the procurement industry to better
understand how to streamline it and unite ship owners and
suppliers in a single marketplace. 

Additionally, he co-founded Shipskart, a
Singapore-based e-marketplace that leverages
cutting edge digital technologies to give the
maritime industry speed and savings. The
ordering and delivery of maritime goods and
services to ships operating all over the world is
made simple and smooth by using ShipsKart
for both seafarers and ship owners. With the
help of this e-marketplace, marine enterprises
may now concentrate their efforts on tasks
that are more important for improving
management.

By promoting higher productivity and
efficiency while actually saving money,
minimizing tedious processes, and lessening
the impact on the environment, ShipsKart's
distinctive digital platform supports the
clients' focus on ESG. These advantages will
increase and spread as Shipskart expands, 

helping to create a cleaner, safer, and more
inclusive world.

The company's innovative concept has already
received recognition and awards from the
maritime industry on a global scale, making it
the best start-up of the year (2019), and a
reputable group of investors, including Trail
Mix Ventures and Hermes Offshore,
Tradeworks.vc, Motion Ventures, and Eternia
Investments, successfully closed the Series - A
funding round. The e-commerce startup is
working to improve operations with the help of
its renowned investor and $2.7 million in recent
funding.
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LET THE SEA SET YOU FREE

My journey into this industry began with the
desire to stand out from the crowd. It was all
about a young girl who wanted to be free. Her
dream of becoming a seafarer began in 2019. 

I was introduced to this field by one of my
teachers and have now found satisfaction in
this industry as I wanted to create my own
zone. I started with the preparation for the
entrance examination and finally told my
family about my dream job. My parents were
on my side and supported my goals. 

Shaking off all ridicule and rumors regarding
this industry, I took the first step and enrolled
in the Indian Maritime University. However, our
financial situation was the reason that shook
me sometimes. After entering college, I
discovered and worked on my areas of interest
and started setting new standards. 

Finally, I began writing content, technical
articles, and aside from that, Samudra
Manthan, IMO Mock is also on my list. I
presented my technical paper on the ‘Blue
Economy' at INMARCO 2022, Mumbai. 
Forming an “officer-like” quality in yourself
every day is one of the most beautiful things. 

Cadet Prerona Ghosh

The best feeling I've ever had on this journey is
wearing my uniform with the pride I deserve.
My goal is to represent the university on a
bigger platform and make a difference in the
maritime industry by breaking many
stereotypes. In my profession, riding life's roller
coaster makes us feel alive.

Students Corner

Below are two essays submitted to the magazine by students of the Indian Maritime
University, Kolkata Campus.
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CYBER SECURITY FOR THE MARITIME
INDUSTRY

NotPetya caused a large well known
shipping company a loss of 300 million US
dollars
Ransomware on cruise ships migrated to
control systems
Hacking of the smuggling process's cargo
tracking system
Hackers took over the control of the
navigation system completely for 10 hours
Pirate attacks assisted by cyber attacks
PMS system shore and vessel attacks
VSAT hacking using common login
Loss of control of fuel and ballast water
valves 

In this narrative, Anjali describes the threat of
common cyberattacks on ships, as well as the
security precautions required to prevent them.
Check out this article for more information.

Cyber security refers to the protection of the
system from cyber attacks. These cyber attacks
are aimed at the hacking of personal and
sensitive information and misusing them in
order to extract money and cause huge losses.
Growing digitalization along with the lack of
awareness among the general masses has led
to a significant rise in the cases of cyber
attacks in recent years and the maritime
industry is no exception.

A few of the recent instances of cyber attacks
are as follows:

Cadet Anjali Agarwal

GPS jamming and spoofing
AIS Spoofing
ECDIS Ransomware and chart spoofing 

Email phishing is one of the most common
ways of ransomware infecting the system.
Ransomware can break into the ship's
operational equipment through any externally
connected infected device. The hackers can
create a mocked logo, emailing the employees,
and claim to be urgently asking them for the
information the company already has. Once
he/she types in the information being asked,
the malware can tamper the system to access
the login credentials. Connecting external
hardware on the operational pieces of
equipment possess huge risks as stated below:

Students Corner
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AIS access
Webcam access
Login credentials
Audio from VDR
ECDIS
Slowing down the propulsion
Electronic GPS spoofing (no access to
vessel network or internal system required)

IT(Standard Information System): These are
more mature as it uses ISMS(Information
Security Management System) onshore. IT
breach can lead to reputational and
financial impact at most.
OT(Operation Control System): It is less
mature as compared to IT. An attack on OT
can jeopardize a vessel's safety.

Basic security measures:
Antivirus onboard
Firewall
Intrusion detection system

Advanced security measures:
Advanced endpoint security solution
Analytics
Setting a cyber security culture 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cyber system in the ships are of the following
kinds:

1.

2.

Security measures:

But these are not enough, we need to
implement advanced security measures for the
vessel's safety

Prevention
Not letting anything uninvited into the system:
One needs to be very cautious regarding
connecting external hardware. It is better to 

scan the hardware offline before connecting
them. Reflecting before entering any email and
checking the email address and logos of the
emails before providing any details since the
logos morphed can appear to be dodgy.

Securing all devices: Security of all devices by
Antivirus software, firewall, and spam filters
reduces malware attacks. Sensitive systems
shall be equipped with physical protection and
ID authentication.

Using smart password: It's recommended to
keep different alphanumeric passwords using
symbols and different cases. They shall be
noted and kept out of sight since it's hectic to
manage multiple passwords.

When guests connect their external devices to
share files onboard, a separate USB station shall
be arranged.

Charging or connecting personal devices to
operational systems is not recommended. 

Segregated networks facilitate regular
operations of IT and OT. Personal devices shall
never be connected to sensitive systems.

Monitoring closely when any third party
representative deals with the data and making
sure he/she follows company procedures.
 
Conclusion
Human errors are inevitable and reporting any
suspicious activities gets a lot of appreciation.
Although cyber attacks are daunting, keeping a
backup plan always comes to the rescue.

Students Corner
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CULTURE QUOTIENT

Too many complaints from the
stakeholders 
Unethical practices and corruption 
Poor marketing, criticism, and bad
company review 
Lot of gossiping about company matters,
people, and decisions by Leadership Team 
Ambiguity or no cascading of vision, values,
objectives, performance indicators, vital
information about changes 
High employee turnover, people leaving
disgruntled 
Unable to attract and retain the best talent
in the industry 
Decline in performance and energy of
employees 
A lot of ‘I’ culture, a few egoistic and
autocratic leaders calling the shots 
Too many changes in a short period of time 
Employees suffering from stress disorder,
anxiety, fatigue, insomnia, confusion

Do you know the correct way to measure an
organization’s Culture Quotient (CQ)? There
are various scientific ways to measure an
organization’s CQ and the course corrections
before it leads to a grave oversight. Poor
culture is a warning sign of ‘Danger Ahead’.
Every organization must periodically check the
health of the organization by evaluating its
‘Culture Quotient’ 

An organization’s CQ is low if: 

Shradha Goley
Consultant-People & Business

Founder & Director at UNDER THE BODHI TREE HR SERVICES

Unhealthy competition between
employees or lack of teamwork 

These problems can be tackled analytically,
and the People Expert / CHRO / HR Consultant
plays a vital role in the journey of
improvement. The Top Leadership Team must
work towards building a right HR Team, there
needs to be constant effort to develop People
Experts in the organization. Today we see new
roles emerging in People matters such as
Employee Experience Officer, Happiness
Manager, Joy at Work Officer, Wellbeing
Manager, and so on. Organizations will not
need these fancy designations to take care of
people if all the managers are trained and
empowered to take care of their teams. 

Good news is that Culture Quotient of the
organization can be attuned, corrected, and
reconstructed with consistent efforts towards
people development & business management
through seasoned People Experts. 

“Only a happy and self-assured Leader can
energize and empower others to build an
organization with high Culture Quotient.” –
Shradha Goley 
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IN CONVERSATION WITH MR. SAIFUDDIN
HAJEE, CHAIRPERSON, SHM GROUP

It is a matter of immense pleasure for us to
get an opportunity to capture the journey of a
maritime industry veteran and share the facts
about your enormous experience with our
readers. With a tremendous 40 years of
experience, how do you feel when you
reminisce?

Building a successful lifelong career in the
Maritime Industry brings a source of joy,
gratitude and satisfaction. Simultaneously, it
has led to the expectations of being ahead of
the curve, as well as to work more productively
and distinctively. When I recollect the struggles
of the initial phase of creating an identity and
visibility for the brand, creating excellence for
the industry, and employee onboarding, it was
all a lot of things to do. We started our business
with ship supplies, then moved on to
servicing/turnkey projects, and now
manufacturing.  At present we offer a
complete range of solutions. We keep
innovating and expanding.  

Why and when did you decide to start your
own enterprise? 
While pursuing my engineering degree at IIT
Bombay, I was passionate about setting up my
own enterprise. I wanted to contribute to the
economic growth of our country and the globe
at large. I wanted an enterprise that could
create excellence for the maritime industry
and enrich the customer experience. I am glad
that with the existence of SHM Group and its
entities, we managed to bring the desired
support to the maritime industry. 

We present to you the insights of a very illustrious and experienced maritime
professional, who offers his insights and discusses how his career / business has

developed into a very successful enterprise in the shipping industry.

What was your mission at the start of your 
company?
With a concern for safety, we embarked into
the industry with a mission to save lives at sea
and protect property and the environment.
Creating safe and secure working
environments that enable business freedom at
sea and offshore. 
 

How do you manage all the segments of the
business? 
SHM Group has a multidimensional profile. For
each segment, we have a team of specialists.
We cover a wide range of activities primarily in
boat building, manufacturing of safety
equipment, supply of ship stores and
engineering products, turnkey projects, and
servicing for the marine and offshore.
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You are into the expansion and diversity of 
your business. How do you compare the new
and old market segments of the maritime
industry? 
In the past few years, a number of significant
changes have occurred. The business has
traversed leaps and bounds from the Industrial
revolution to AI inference. In recent years, the
global maritime industry has embarked on a
journey of digital transformation. 

Over the last 40 years, we have been
monitoring the pattern and development of
the industry. 

In addition, our business growth has followed
the demand of the market. We are continuing
the traditional mode of business along with
the intervention of technology to make a way
towards digitalization and meet the
requirements of our customers. 

SHM Shipyard has incorporated the latest
technologies in the manufacturing of boats
and yachts. 

The SHM Store offers a maximum range of
products online for delivery at sea and onshore;
SHM Fire Safety is developing the Water Mist
Systems, which is the Future of Fire Protection
Technology. SHM Shipcare has new upgraded
technology in the service and repair segment.
And SHM Products is developing a new range
of innovative safety products in the marine
domain. 

What values are your brand inspired by? 
Our brand value is inspired by building
relationships beyond measuring the
commercial aspects of the business. It has
always been a crucial part of our business to
nurture our connections, be it our employees,
customers, dealers, or any other business
alliances. We believe in establishing a humane
aspect in all our work through practicing
empathy and compassion.

Your major challenge to date? 
Business is a sea of uncertainty. Every day
comes with a new challenge along with a new
opportunity to grow and learn. When you are
skilled enough to deal with day-to-day activity,
nothing seems like a major challenge. Passion
is the driving force of our business. Our
leadership has encroached into creating a safe
and secure environment, supporting our
customers by gaining absolute freedom for
their operations.

What was the pivotal moment in your career? 
It is unfair to call for any success to be achieved
overnight. We had poured our blood, sweat,
and tears. It had taken place gradually in a
regular way. Every moment was a turning
point, every step was significant to climb up
the ladder to create excellence. 

Being a special issue for Women’s Day, we
would like to know from you what value
gender equality can bring to the Maritime
Industry. 
The Maritime Industry is not different from any
other industry.There could be a few physical
challenges for women but they have turned
out well in business developments and
provided value-added service. Gender equality
can add new dimensions, new values, and a
new way toward opportunities for social and
economic advancement.
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How do you feel about passing the baton to the next generation? 
I am still exploring new avenues of business in the maritime domain. I enjoy being a part of the
development. However, my succession plan has always ensured that new leaders are constantly
being groomed. The organization has to also be equally prepared to welcome the new leadership
when the time comes. It is always satisfying and comforting to rest assured to pass it on to the
person who has the potential to take over the leadership role in capable hands to sustain the
business.

Being a successful maritime businessperson, what advice would you like to give to someone
inspired to start their own businesses?
The maritime domain offers plenty of opportunities. Patience and determination are the key skills.
In addition, one has to adapt to the competitiveness of a new age and be willing to take on
innovative ideas, the latest technology, and an enterprise that may offer value to human lives. The
value of human life is above all the gains, losses, and urgency of business. Human welfare is the
strongest foundation of a business empire.
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FIATA YOUNG LOGISTICS PROFESSIONAL
COMPETITION FOR REGION ASIA PACIFIC

Candidates must apply for nominations
with the national association
The national association will select a
winner to represent their country
The national winner will then compete in
the Continental stage

FIATA, the ‘International Federation of Freight
Forwarders Associations’ represents freight
forwarders in around 150 countries. FIATA has
113 national members and over 5,500
individual members with an overall
representation of over 40,000 freight
forwarding and logistics firms worldwide.

Each year, FIATA organizes a ‘Young Logistics
Professional’ (YLP) competition to recognize
young logisticians from across the world. For
the FIATA 2022 YLP competition, I submitted
my nominations in late 2021. The competition
format was as follows:

Our national association is The Federation of
Freight Forwarders’ Associations in India
(FFFAI). FFFAI organized the national ‘Young
Logistics Professionals’ contest and I submitted
my application to them. After a formal
interview process, I was asked to write a case 

Avishkar Srivastava
Chief Innovation Officer at The PDP Group

study for the competition. The YLP award
wants youngsters to showcase a complex
multimodal export shipment and a complex
multimodal import shipment that has been
performed in their home country. I selected a
complex export of agricultural commodity
from Durgapur, West Bengal to Bangladesh
using a combination of road and rail
movements, and a complex end-to-end import
of pet coke from Felixstowe, UK to the
industrial city of Durgapur, West Bengal using
the road, sea, and rail. 

I was excited to have been shortlisted by FFFAI
and I gave my presentation to the jury. I was
happy with my efforts but I knew there was a
very tough competition in my home country
and I did not really get my hopes up. However, I
was over the moon when I got a call late
evening on 16th February 2022 mentioning 

We congratulate Avishkar Srivastava, who
won the FIATA Young Logistics
Professional competition for the "Region
Asia Pacific" as a representative of FFFAI. In
this article, Avishkar shares his experience
of preparing his case study, his excitement
about winning the competition, and his
interactions with the other winners.



“This is a proud moment not only for FFFAI
but for the entire Indian logistics industry to
witness this achievement by Avishkar who has
reached the peak of YLP competition at
FIATA.” - Mr. Shankar Shinde, President of
FFFAI
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that I was selected as the national winner! Now
I would have the chance to represent my
country at the Continental level. I realised that
no Indian had won the Continental award (‘YLP
Region Asia Pacific’ award) and I began
putting in my best efforts upon hearing the
news.

I submitted an 8000-word dissertation to
FIATA by May 2022. Throughout the process of
writing the dissertation, I received immense
support from the entire FFFAI team. They were
always just a phone call away and even
reached out to me on late nights to ensure I
received the correct guidance on the subject
matter. I am especially thankful to Chairman
Shri Shankar Shinde, Past President Shri R.
Radhakrishnan, and President of IIFF, Shri Tej
Contractor for having faith in me. 

After submitting my dissertation, I breathed a
sigh of relief as putting together 8000 words
while working full-time in my logistics business
was a tough task! I was proud of my efforts and
I looked forward to hearing from FIATA for
further updates. 

On the morning of 20th July 2022, I received a
mail from FIATA where I was declared as the
‘Region Asia Pacific’ winner. Upon receiving the
mail, I could not believe what I was seeing! I
shared the news with all my friends and family.
My father has passionately developed the
Inland Container Depot in Durgapur and to
have our case study featured as the best paper
in the entire Asia Pacific was something I can’t
explain in words. 

I was invited by FIATA to Busan, South Korea to
give a 7-minute Ted Talk-style presentation at
the 2022 FIATA World Congress. During my
talk, I emphasized that my dissertation had a
strong focus on sustainability. I wanted to point
out that sustainability and logistics efficiency
can go hand in hand with proper planning, by
having the will to challenge the status quo. 



It was an amazing experience being a part of this journey. The competition takes around 6 months
for completion. There is a 2-3 month process for selecting the national winner, and the national
winners get around 3 months’ time to submit their final dissertation for the continental leg of the
competition. The announcement of the 4 regional winners for 2022 was made in the month of July.

It was wonderful to participate in the 2022 FIATA World Congress. I got an opportunity to meet the
other 3 regional winners from America, Africa, and Europe. I came across their wonderful
dissertations and it was so nice to see youngsters having a similar mindset. We all want to increase
logistics efficiency and at the same time, we have a strong intent to reduce carbon footprints. I
would also like to congratulate Ms. Karina Perez of Canada who received the additional accolade as
the global winner. I look forward to seeing more Indian youngsters participating in this
competition.

The 2023 FIATA Young Logistics Professional competition is now open and candidates are invited to
submit their entries for the same with their national associations. I appeal to aspiring young
logistics professionals to be part of FFFAI’s endeavour and take the Indian logistics sector to new
heights. The logistics industry is indeed one of the rising sectors to pursue for a prestigious and
bright career.
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I highlighted the important
infrastructure created by
ICD Durgapur in eastern
India which has led to
reduced carbon emissions.
During the pandemic, the
adoption of multimodal
logistics helped save over
USD 1.5 million in trailer
parking costs, along with
annual savings of over
65,000 litres of diesel.
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VOYAGE 001

Danica tells us that after finishing her
cadetship from Chelsea Shipping Corporation’s
vessels, she was so overcome with emotions
that she was motivated to write a poem called
Voyage 001 to express her sentiments. This
poem captures her emotions well. 

Danica Mae M. Madela
Fleet Coordinator at a Norwegian

Shipping Company

Finally, I uttered, the simulators are now real,
My dear God, the feeling is so surreal.
Giddy happy, a cadette I will be for a year,
Asked myself how many waves can a small
fellow bear. 

Heaved up my heart's anchor from home then,
Just to set sail to unfamiliar places I've never
been. 
Dead slow, half, full ahead, the ship sailed.
Guardedly, a true course was what we trailed. 

Breaking waves; bulbous bows under attack!
Worry not, my initial stability's still intact.
Seaworthy, as one might always say,
More fulfilled I am at sea than by the bay. 

Bed of roses wasn't the comfort I found,
Bed of ropes, was where I always yawned.
Mops and dust and sun and rust, 
Curses---I cast, more curses I will cast. 

But no matter how many sailors’ crazy
anecdotes I tell, 
Learning to navigate, maneuver was still my
favorite tale. 
Ceaseless, the learnings here will always be,
Just like the waves on the effin’ sea. 

I've sighted land, Voyage 001, graced by a
beautiful sundown, 
ETA's in about days, luckily got no major
breakdowns. 
Now the ship is near to arriving at port,
Consider this then as a notice, a report. 

2018, 01 July - Scattered rain showers have
greeted me that day, 
And my mind was filled with words and
thoughts to say. 

Poet's Corner

2017, 28 June - Scattered rain showers greeted
me that day 
When my mind was filled with words but had
nothing to say. 
 I was at the shore staring at something I
deemed as a star, 
Contrary to what others thought, a prison bar. 

And so, the waters waved at me and said hi,
I was wondering how my time afloat will come
by. 
Cable by cable, half a nautical mile, 
The distance was filled up with smiles.
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INSIGHTS FROM A SHIPPING PROFESSIONAL

You have been working for many years, tell us
about your career path. What made you
choose maritime as a career?

I kicked off my career in the shipping industry
soon after graduating and cannot believe that I
have completed 15 years already and still
exploring and learning every day. 

Raised by a single mother, responsibilities, and
respect for life came at an early age. My
brother started his career in the merchant navy
as Deck Cadet and that is how I was
introduced to the world of ship management.
Being a seafarer's sister made me understand
the world on both sides (ship and shore). Being
empathetic and honest with the seafarers and
having a far-sighted approach during
challenging situations helped me gain the
trust of not only our seafarers but also the
clients.

When I started in 2008, I was told this is the
best industry for a woman to do a 9 to 5 job.
One could start and retire in the same position
and that was considered a privilege for many
especially after getting married and starting a 

GURLEEN KAUR DHIR 
Maersk FMT India, Marine HR

family. However, I had a habit of asking “why
questions”. I asked questions to understand
why I could not climb up the ladder, involve
myself in global projects, collaborate with
global teams, and travel like any other male
colleague. I wanted to see the roadmap to
understand how I could bridge the “skill and
experience gap”. Accordingly, I made my career
plans, gained sufficient experience, acquired
new skills, and approached the decision-
makers with another question “why not me”?

I firmly believe in the concept of “thoughts
become things” and that was a reason why I
never had a dull moment in my career. I asked
for new projects, I proved myself and I kept
moving ahead. Traveling and meeting people
from diverse cultures is something I enjoy the
most and this profession gave me the
opportunity to pursue my passion. 

Gurleen recounts her career path in the
shipping business, the lessons learned, and
the beliefs and values that have helped her
grow in this profession. She also talks
about her work-life balance, what has
motivated her over the years, and some
helpful hints for young people just starting
out in this profession.
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How do you manage to balance work and
personal life?

My grandmother and my mother are my role
models. They taught me how to maintain a
balance whether you have too much or too
little. My friends and colleagues call me a
machine as I am very structured, disciplined,
and good with time management. 

My priorities have always been clear and that
helps me plan my day well. I have a beautiful
4-year-old daughter (Namaira) who keeps me
sane. She inspires me to never give up and, is a
constant reminder that I have someone
looking up to me as an inspiration. She also
reminds me to take a pause from time to time,
helps me keep the child within me alive and,
inspires me to enjoy the journey rather than
rushing towards the destination.

I love to work because I am passionate about
what I do. If you are passionate about
something, you will work hard to achieve it
and always value it. My daughter sees how
much I enjoy being an independent soul and I
hope she finds a role model in me one day.

Have you drawn professional inspiration from
other women? Tell us about someone who
has inspired you.

If you take time to observe, every person who
walks into your life has a great lesson to teach.
The ones who could answer my questions saw
potential in me and I found my mentor in
them. Sadly, I did not come across many
women role models during my initial years in
the industry. 

Out of the few, I met, there is one person
whom I admire the most and look up to even
today. Her name is Wiebke Schuett. Her
passion to excel, “never give up” attitude,
inquisitiveness to explore new opportunities
continues to inspire me. She continues to lead 

a great team as Managing Director of
ZEABORN Crew Management GmbH & Cie KG.
Her journey is nothing less than a roller coaster
ride but I admire the way she overcame her
challenges, learned from her experiences and,
continues to inspire many of us.

If I talk about today, we are spoilt by choices as
we have platforms like Maritime SheEO who
are working endlessly to bring out the success
stories and giving a great platform for
exceptionally talented women to take the next
leap. 
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What is one thing you know now about being
a “women leader at work” you wish you had
known earlier in your career?

Being a mother was considered as one of the
obstacles for promotion which I only came to
know when I became one. I lost on a few
opportunities because I was a “new mother”.

Being a mother teaches you a whole lot of
skills that can be used in a professional life. A
mother comes back with the power of two as
she now has someone looking up to her and
the determination to excel has no boundaries.
Sadly, many companies miss tapping on this
“exceptional talent” and this is something I
learned very late in my career.

What advice would you provide to young
ladies just starting out in the workforce? What
do you want them to know?  
         
It is important to list out your priorities in
phases and re-visit them from time to time.
There is a lot to explore in this industry which is
vast like an ocean and thus, you will be lost
without a plan. Reflect on what you are
passionate about and accordingly work in the
area which will help to bring out the best in
you. The day you wake up and don’t feel like
going to the office, you must take that sign
seriously and re-look at your career plans.

Every one of us is unique and has a place to
make it big in this Industry. It is how we choose
to respond to a situation, learnings from
experience, dedication, and consistency that
will decide where we end up professionally so
we should use our energy wisely. Uplifting the
spirits of other women, giving that helping
hand when someone is in doubt, and inspiring
some with your stories is the least we can do to
help someone bring out the best in them.

So go out there, be yourself, trust your abilities
and stay focused. Do not forget to take timely
pauses to enjoy this beautiful journey. When
you look back, you will be proud of the steps
you walked, the lessons you learned, and the
person you have become.
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ISWAN Welcomes Karin Orsel As The New Chair
Shipping CEO and diversity and inclusivity
advocate Karin Orsel has been announced as
the new Chair of International Maritime
Charity of the International Seafarers’ Welfare
and Assistance Network (ISWAN).

A trustee of ISWAN for seven years, Karin has
shared her first-hand knowledge of the
shipping industry as founder and CEO of MF
Shipping Group along with a passion for
seafarers’ welfare. Karin is a strong advocate for
the advancement of the maritime industry,
diversity and inclusivity, and developing
mental health awareness is high on her
agenda.

Karin brings a wealth of experience to her new
role as ISWAN’s Chair, currently serving as Vice
Chair of the European Community Shipowners
Association, Board Member of the Royal
Association of Netherlands Shipowners, Board
Member of the International Chamber of
Shipping, Member of the Executive Committee
of INTERTANKO, Board Member of BIMCO and
Ambassador for WISTA International.

Karin takes over the role of ISWAN’s Chair from
Andy Winbow, former Assistant Secretary-
General and Director of the Maritime Safety
Division at the International Maritime
Organization (IMO), Fellow of the Nautical
Institute and Chartered Institute of Arbitrators,
and Master Mariner. Andy has served as
ISWAN’s Chair for three years and as a trustee
of ISWAN for seven years, leading the board
through major events such as the COVID-19 

pandemic and war in Ukraine. Andy will
remain a trustee of ISWAN. ISWAN’s Chief
Executive Simon Grainge said: ‘I want to thank
Andy for his tremendous contribution to
ISWAN’s work throughout a challenging few
years. It’s been a pleasure to work alongside
him and benefit from his wisdom and
knowledge of the industry. I’m delighted that
Karin is taking over; her wealth of knowledge
and dedication to seafarers’ welfare will be
invaluable in the years ahead.’

Karin Orsel said: ‘I am very pleased with the
trust placed in me and proud to serve as
chairman within ISWAN. With all the
challenges facing the world now and in the
years to come, it is essential to have a common
focus on the welfare of seafarers. There is a
shared responsibility in creating a safe and
enjoyable work culture for all. A culture
founded on trust and respect. That is why I am
happy to contribute.’

Who's Making Headlines!

Source: Splash247
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WISTA International And The Maritime SheEO
Announce A MoU In India

WISTA International and the Maritime SheEO
officially announced the start of the formal
partnership between the two organizations at
the Maritime SheEO Conference in Mumbai
this week. Following a successful history of
working together on multiple projects, the
organizations signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) at WISTA International
Annual General Meeting on 26 October in
Geneva, Switzerland.

The first activity under the new MoU is the
second Maritime SheEO Leadership
Accelerator Programme, which was
announced at the Maritime SheEO Conference
in Mumbai. 

Sanjam Sahi Gupta, the founder of Maritime
SheEO, founder of WISTA India and co-chair of
the WISTA International Diversity Committee,
declared: “It was a privilege that the first
working together under the MoU looking at
how we can increase and support leadership
skills for women in maritime was at The
Maritime SheEO conference. Especially as this
year, the event had a particular emphasis on
leadership. We can have our motivations to
start our business. However, over time, these
can change and sometimes it’s important to
take yourself back to your original motivation
and help you learn from other leaders. The
attendees found connections and great
learning opportunities for women in so many
diverse areas of maritime.”

President of WISTA International, Elpi Petraki,
stated: “It was a genuine pleasure to be invited
to speak at the Maritime SheEO conference, an
initiative which, like WISTA, is passionate about
driving change. It is widely known that
diversity drives results. Many maritime
organizations have found that women in the
workforce and even more so in positions of
responsibility have contributed significantly to
enhanced innovation, increased productivity
and competitive advantage.”

“If business leaders strive to offer equal
opportunities to those with diverse cultural
backgrounds, hiring without regard to gender,
religion and nationality, we’ll be best placed to
tackle the industry’s challenges related to
sustainability, decarbonization and more.
Collaboration is the key to bringing about real
change and creating equal opportunities for
all.”

Who's Making Headlines!
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Bharat Pravah – India Along It’s Shores 

The Hon'ble Union Minister of Shipping,
Waterways, and Ports, Shri Sarbananda
Sonowal, launched a groundbreaking initiative
called "Bharat Pravah - India along its Shores"
with the goal of highlighting the significance
and imagery of rivers-ports: shipping in the
day-to-day life of a common man through
literature, dialogue, and communication.

The government, through its flagship
programme Sagarmala, aims to achieve port-
led development and integrate the common
man into India's success story, he said at the
event.

Bharat Pravah will act as a focal point for
gathering together stakeholders from all
disciplines in order to develop a more
comprehensive vision of shipping, rivers, seas,
and people. It will highlight the challenges,
policy issues, and future goals relating to the
maritime sector.

Shri. Sanjeev Ranjan, Secretary of MoPSW;
Capt. Tushar Pradhan, President, MUI; Ms.
Summiit Cheema, President of WISTA, India,
Ms. Sanjam Sahi Gupta, Founder of Maritime
SheEo who attended the event presented their
perspectives on gender gaps in the maritime
sector and discussed measures that should be
implemented to bridge the gap.

Mr. Ranjan, the first speaker, stated that we
seek equal forms of partnership and
representation in the Shipping Corporation of
India. Women play an important role in the
entire crew of hierarchy. Ms. Summiit Cheema,
President of WISTA — India, highlighted some
major points and discussed how much work is
being done on diversity and inclusive measures
in the maritime industry in India and around
the world. Capt. Tushar Pradhan, President of
the Maritime Union of India (MUI) talked about
diversity and inclusion measures that are
essential for today's maritime industry.

Who's Making Headlines!
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A.P. Moller – Maersk’s new warehouse at Dadri,
Uttar Pradesh, becomes the company’s first

warehouse run entirely by women
A.P. Moller – Maersk opened the doors to its
new warehouse in Dadri, Uttar Pradesh.
Located within the premises of the company’s
Container Freight Station (CFS), the 100,000
sq. ft. warehouse is the first of its kind, with
women running and operating all the jobs and
tasks in the facility. Hand-picked from the
nearby villages, Maersk has hired, trained, and
created jobs for 84 women who needed
employment, but did not have the right
opportunities.

"At Maersk, we are constantly strengthening
our efforts in the area of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (DEI). We also realise that in the
larger DEI picture, gender diversity is a low-
hanging fruit that can be addressed as long as
there is a strong will to do so." said Vikash
Agarwal. Managing Director, Maersk South
Asia

He added, “While expanding our warehouses
across the country, we wanted to create
opportunities for women in a traditionally
male-dominated sector. As per the 2021
census, Dadri has only 6% working women of
its total population, and our team on the
ground had a strong desire to contribute
towards a change in that respect.”

When the doors to the new warehouse in Dadri
opened on 23rd September 2022, there 

were 84 women ready to run the facility by
taking charge of every task –from security and
housekeeping to operating forklifts, handling
cargo, operating computers, working on Tally
jobs and managing clerical work. 

But creating employment for all these women
was not a task achieved overnight.
The journey began in January 2022 when the
existing team at the Dadri CFS started having a
dialogue with local contracting agencies to
build a case for women to be trained and
offered jobs in the upcoming new warehouse.
After much deliberation, the on-ground teams
realised that the biggest challenge was
convincing the families of the women to let
them come and work in a warehouse. 

By March 2022, the teams started approaching
the families of potential women candidates to
counsel them about the benefits for the 

Who's Making Headlines!
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women who would work at the Maersk
warehouse. Once the families were convinced
about the safety of the women, hygienic
working conditions, and fair jobs, the
organisational design was drawn, and
workforce requirements were charted. 

While some women could take up unskilled
and semiskilled jobs immediately, others had
to undergo skilling that involved operating
Material Handling Equipment (MHE) such as
reach trucks and forklifts. 

During April and May, the institute and trainers
were identified to undertake the training for
these women in specialised tasks. After much
preparation, these women started receiving
their training from July onwards.

"A lot went into finding and skilling the right
women to take on the right job at the
warehouse we were building. There were many
ups and downs, and several times, we felt that
this was an ambition we were just not in a
position to achieve. But our whole team in
Dadri rose to the challenge, left no stone
unturned and stayed committed to our goal."
said Sudeep Sivarajan - Maersk Depot
Manager, North India.

He added, “The 84 women have joined a total
workforce of 350 employees at our Dadri CFS,
and we are hugely motivated to improve the
gender representation at the facility further.”

A.P. Moller - Maersk is an integrated logistics
company working to connect and simplify its
customers’ supply chains. As a global leader in 

Who's Making Headlines!

shipping services, the company operates in
more than 130 countries and employs over
100,000 people world-wide. 

Maersk is aiming to reach net zero emissions
by 2040 across the entire business with new
technologies, new vessels, and green fuels.

Source: BSN Network
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#Throwback to
Maritime SheEO
Conference 2022

On November 16, 2022, the much-awaited
Maritime SheEO Conference, the biggest
diversity event in the maritime industry, was
held at the Taj Santa Cruz in Mumbai, India. This
was a whole-day conference and live-streamed
online for our community to view from around
the world. 

As the first two conferences were virtually held
in 2020 and 2021, we wanted to make our first
hybrid conference to be special. We drew in 150
delegates in person and another 2000 online,
building on the success of the previous two
conferences. 

We began with the traditional lighting of the
lamp by our founder Sanjam Sahi Gupta. This
was followed by a welcome speech by Sanjam
and then the opening speech was delivered by
Birgit Liodden, Founder of TOOL, The Ocean
Opportunity Lab (Norway).

To make this conference substantial, we knew 

Dr. Jose Matheickal, Chief, Department of
Partnerships & Projects, IMO
Shri Amitabh Kumar, Director of Shipping,
Government of India
Dr. Cleopatra Doumbia-Henry, President,
World Maritime University
Dr. Malini V Shankar, Vice Chancellor,
Indian Maritime University
Arne Jan Flolo, Consul General, The Royal
Norwegian Consulate General (Mumbai)
Fabiana Martins, Partner, SMA
Jillian Carson-Jackson, MD, JCJ Consulting
H.E. Ottar Ostnes, Director General, Dept.
Maritime Policy of Coastal Development,
Underlying the Ministry of Trade, Industry &
Fisheries, Norway
Karan Kochhar, Director-Head of Marine
People-Asia, Maersk 
Capt. Juan Maltez, Director, General
Directorate of Seafarers, Panama Maritime
Authority. 

that we needed to get great speakers from
across the industry. Here are some :
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There were many more speakers who actively
participated and all shared their insights and
knowledge on various subjects chosen for the
debates, discussions, and fireside chats.

The theme of the Conference was “Changing
Leadership Paradigms” and interesting
discussions were held on relevant and current
issues such as “Women in Leadership & Boards –
Why it Matters”. 

The conference also featured sessions on "The
Path to Sustainability," "Passing the Baton” -
With the Transworld Family," "Best Diverse
Practices in Logistics," "Best Practices in
Diversity," "How I Took the LEAP," and some
other topics were also covered at the
conference. A few well-known maritime industry
women also shared their inspiring stories.

The Diversity Handbook was also released with
much fanfare and acclaim.

Finally,we concluded the night with networking,
cocktails, and dinner. The Maritime SheEO Conference 2022, which

promotes diversity, inclusion, and
sustainability, was a huge success, with
attendees responding positively and
encouragingly. Our founder Sanjam Sahi
Gupta, the driving force behind this initiative
received numerous accolades and thanks for
her unwavering support for women’s
empowerment and inclusion in the maritime
sector. 



Entrepreneur of The Year
It's been a great journey of 23 years working in this industry. I want to thank
my late father, Mr. Kirit Damania who introduced me to the shipping world
and showed trust in my abilities, that gave me wings to fly.

One of my crowning achievements over the past 23 years was receiving this
award from Maritime SheEO. This has helped me to gain greater recognition
in the maritime industry. I especially want to thank Ms. Sanjam Sahi Gupta
and the jury who honoured me as "Woman Entrepreneur of the Year 2022"
after sincerely believing in my journey, my work, and my experience.

I feel so proud and happy to have won this award.

Monica Damania
Director of RENUKA

FORWARDING PVT LTD

Champion of Diversity
I was honoured to be recognized as the “Champion of Diversity” for my work
on Maersk’s Women Cadet Program and related diversity initiatives that our
team at Marine People Asia have been spearheading. An important
recognition such as this has helped create awareness within and outside of
our maritime industry of our equitable learning and recruitment initiatives
and our aim to hire at least 50% women cadets at our Maersk Centre of
Excellence, Chennai by the year 2027. I believe such an award will also serve
as a benchmark within the industry for companies and individuals to strive
for and encourage them to continuously improve their DEI practices and
create a culture of inclusivity and diversity in our maritime industry.
 
I wish Maritime SheEO much success in the years to come.

Capt. Arvind Shankar
Culture and Capability

Manager at Maersk

SheEO Leads
I was so honored to receive the “SheEO Leads Award” and celebrate the
opportunity it has afforded me to promote a merit-based business
environment, free of stereotypes based on gender, age, race, or other
perceived differences - an environment like the one at the American Club.
To that end, I ask that we contemplate the work that still needs to be done
to maintain the momentum we have developed over the recent past. The
achievement of gender neutrality – indeed the elimination of prejudice in
the workplace generally – is the quiet and steady work of proving ourselves
over time not only by word but by deed, by our example and tenacity. We
should look long and hard in the mirror and not be afraid to admit where
we have gone wrong, but also have the determination and patience to
create new solutions, new strategies, and implement better plans.

Dorothea Ionnou
CEO of American P&I Club
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The Maritime SheEO conference, which was recently held in Mumbai, India in November 2022,
presented six awards to eight exceptional people in various areas. Some have shared their
sentiments about earning these prestigious accolades.
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Brilliant SheEO Nominated By An Association Winner
Being conferred “Brilliant SheEO” was a huge surprise and a very humbling
experience. Unbelievable as it may sound, I was not even aware of my
nomination. Being informed that I was actually selected for the award is
nonetheless an unparalleled privilege. What made it all the more special is
to have it collected by an awesome Maritime SheEO who attended the
prestigious Maritime SheEO Conference 2022 from Mr. Arsenio Dominguez,
a distinguished representative of IMO, which has been actively engaged in
the empowerment of maritime women over the past four decades. 

I felt deeply valued as a maritime woman. In fact, I am deeply touched by
the recognition which transpired from the regional level to the global level. I
also solemnly reaffirm my pledge to selflessly champion women’s
empowerment and leadership at all levels at all times.

Meenaksi Bhirugnath
Bhokun

Operations Manager at
Mauritius Port Authority

SheEO to Look out For
I can't do great things or big things alone. No one can. Even people who say
they have, have only been able to because of invisible and unrecognized
help and support. We all need to build our supporter team- and I have
found a great one in Sanjam Gupta, in the women from the LEAP program,
more from WISTA, and my classmates from USMMA and the Quantic School
of Business Technology.
 
I want to take this opportunity to thank whoever nominated me for the
Maritime SheEO Award and all those who have supported me throughout
my career. I would not be who I am, be able to do what I do, or reach such
high goals if it were not for all of you.

Capt. Jaquelyn E. P.
Burton

Head of Creative Design,
Kongsberg Maritime

SheEO to Look out For
I would like to thank Maritime SheEO for recognizing and awarding me as
the winner of this category. This award means a lot to me, and will serve as a
booster for me to continue the path. 

I was so thrilled and happy when my name was announced as the winner
along with Capt. Jaquelyn Burton. It was a memorable moment to be part
of the world’s biggest conference for diversity in maritime and to receive an
award from Mr. Arsenio Dominguez.

This award is very special for me as it makes me realize the small impact I
have made on girls who aspire to make careers at sea. In terms of gender
equality at sea, things have improved significantly, but much work remains.
I would always like to be part of this change.

Amreen Bano
Jr. Electrical

Superintendent, and Ex ETO
at Maersk line

Other winners were: Entrepreneur of the Year (Liji Nowal - Managing Director of ODeX India), and
SheEO Leads (Katharina Stanzel - Managing Director at INTERTANKO)
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Here are some of the several feedback we
received from our distinguished delegates and
virtual attendees –

Dr. Cleopatra Doumbia-Henry, President, WMU:
Sanjam, well done for this very successful
conference. You did a great job.

Capt. K. Karthik, Principal, DGS Courses - AMET
University:
Please accept my heartfelt congratulations for
hosting a meticulous, well organised, and grand
conference. I found the takeaways from the
conference to be very relevant and enriching.

Danielle Nicole Reasonable, Seafarer:
Thank you for holding a great event like this for
us seafarers.We are truly honoured and grateful
for being appreciated through your conference
and other social media platforms.

Arvind Shankar, Culture & Capability Manager,
Asia/Marine HR, Maersk:
SheEO 2022 was a memorable and engaging
conference that brought together global leaders
under one roof to exchange views on making
shipping a more gender diverse ecosystem. An
interesting learning for me was the existence of
similar diversity challenges across the globe and
such a gathering allows us to collaborate and
find solutions together without having to
reinvent the wheel.

Dinesh Jairam, Global Talent Acquisition
Manager, Seaspan:
Your guest list and overseas attendance was
enviable. I really don’t know how you managed
this, people attending from Panama and Brazil,
to me it all goes to show the value, connections,
and bonds that you have built and fostered with
people who want to be a part of your success
story.

Anand Tripathi, AMET University:
“Thank you for a wonderful event crisply
choreographed and wonderfully executed. What
stood out was the type of organisations the 

speakers represented – Intertanko, WMU, IMO –
top notch all of them. Also, the discourse and
the dialogue has definitely contributed to
pushing gender diversity and inclusion in the
industry forward.

Capt. Sanjiv Nanda, VP, Senior Claims
Executive, American P&I
The presence of attendees and speakers from
around the world is a testimonial to your great
achievement.

Here are some pictures from the event:
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HOW IWSF IS HELPING AND SUPPORTING
WOMEN SEAFARERS 

Formation of International Women Seafarers
Foundation

The International Women Seafarers
Foundation is a Section 8 company. The
organization was co-founded in 2017 by three
pioneering women seafarers of India, Capt.
Radhika Menon, Chief Engineer Suneeti Bala
and Ms. Sharvani Mishra. As the name
suggests, IWSF works for the benefit of the
women’s seafaring community around the
world to bring about gender equality in the
maritime profession. Currently, IWSF has over
1000 women seafarer members from India,
Bangladesh, Turkey, Oman, Brazil, Singapore,
and Germany, and are expanding with each
passing day. 

In order to achieve these prime objectives,
IWSF partners with administrators, maritime
unions, ship owners, ship managers, and
several maritime representative bodies to
provide training, education, guidance,
mentoring policy, and execution support at
various levels. Further, IWSF also conducts
surveys and research to understand the
effectiveness of current policies in providing
gender neutral environment on board.

A woman is faced with numerous social
challenges in their pursuit of a sailing career.
Young girls, more often than not, when faced
with unusual circumstances, are unable to take
the right steps at the right time, leading 

This article describes the magnanimous work being done by IWSF to assist women
seafarers, educate and support them as they encounter many challenges whilst at

sea. The Association also runs a number of maritime awareness programmes in India
for kids in orphanages and schools. Read on to find out more about this

humanitarian endeavor, IWSF vision, and mission. 

To work towards protecting the rights of
women seafarers and promote their fair
treatment onboard ships.
To raise awareness in society about women
in the seafaring profession, aid and assist
activities to encourage women’s
participation in shipping.
To provide appropriate Gender sensitization
training on a sustained and evolving basis.
To provide placement support, assistance,
and moral counselling to women seafarers
for a sailing career.

to complications for peers and companies
employing them. IWSF members strive to
support all women who have chosen this
challenging profession.

IWSF Motives

In its quest for promoting and supporting
women seafarers, IWSF has so far achieved the
following milestones in its 5 years of existence:
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Employed over 200 women seafarers and
continuously seeks to improve the
employment of women seafarers, both
onboard and ashore. It is a single point of
contact for ship managers and shipping
companies seeking to create equal
opportunity by hiring women seafarers/
shore personnel.
Have mentored, supported, guided, and
provided assistance in fighting sexual 
 harassment cases for 30+ women seafarers.
IWFS is committed to keeping the  privacy
of the companies and women seafarers in
serious sexual harassment cases.
Successfully conducted a Maritime
Awareness campaign (with particular
attention to raising awareness about the
presence of women in the merchant navy)
in close to 30 schools / under-privileged
institutions/ shelter homes/ orphanages
with over 2000 students and have
partnered with Face of Shipping for Adopt
A Ship Program in India. The program was
launched in 6 schools last year before
COVID ‘19 put a break on its progress. At
present, the programme is being run in
online mode with orphanages.
IWSF is a part of ISWAN’s ‘Special Purpose
Group, DG’s ‘Maritime Vision’ and several
other maritime groups.
IWSF conducted a safety awareness
campaign for fishermen along the South
Indian coast jointly with Kerala University
of Fisheries and Ocean Studies (KUFOS), the
campaign aimed at making fishermen
aware of navigation aids available to them
and rules they must follow while
manoeuvring around bigger vessels in
transit.
We worked jointly with DG and a special
committee to prepare DG Notice 7 of 2019,
the first ever guidelines for the
employment of women seafarers in India.
The guidelines came as a follow-up of the
IWSF annual seminar 2018 during which
IWSF had launched its draft guideline for
women seafarer employment.

IWSF has recently launched a you-tube
channel to educate the common masses
about how to enter this very challenging
and rewarding career in the merchant navy.
Links for the videos can be found on our
publication page under resources. 
IWSF regularly shares information and
conducts seminars to bring to the limelight
pressing issues related to women seafarers.
The organisation is continuously liaising
with organizations for opening discussions
on challenges faced in hiring women
seafarers and working together with them
to find solutions.

ABOUT IWSF MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM
The organisation has over 1,000 women
seafarers across the globe as members. It’s
mission is to promote and support women
seafarers all around the world and help them
overcome their existing and future challenges

The International Women Seafarers’
Foundation is a niche group of women seafarer
volunteers who help each other and put every
effort to create an equal opportunity world in
the shipping sector, free of gender biases. 

IWSF aims to step out of their comfort zones
and work beyond working hours day and night
to achieve this goal. Your support, however big
or small, whether financially, professionally, or
simply by gesture, gives them the strength to
walk this difficult path every day.
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PROMOTING MARITIME OPPORTUNITIES TO
CREATE INCLUSIVE EMPLOYMENT

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DE&I) policies and
practices bring a multitude of benefits to
people and businesses. It enables companies
to access a wider talent pool, reflects societies
and demographics more accurately, and paves
the way to greater  benefits.

To inspire change and promote maritime
opportunities, the International Chamber of
Shipping (ICS), working alongside its global
network of shipowners and operators, has
developed a three-pillar framework to help
create inclusive employment in shipping.

The three pillars comprise of the ICS Diversity
Tracker, the Maritime Diversity and Inclusion
Charter, and the recently launched Diversity
and Inclusion Toolkit for the maritime industry.
The Tracker sets baseline targets for improved
corporate diversity and inclusion policies, and
the charter encourages shipping companies to
improve and annually review their diversity
and inclusion practices. 

The toolkit has been developed to create
awareness and inspire change in the strategies,
policies and practices that will enable the
maritime industry to meet the needs of the
diverse seafarer community, not only now but
also for future generations.

In this narrative, Ondrilla Fernandes, as Employment Affairs Advisor, tells us about
the efforts made by the International Chamber of Shipping on DE&I projects to inspire
change and open up a plethora of benefits to job searchers in general. Let’s read on.

For the global shipping industry, DE&I is much
more than a slogan. A diverse and inclusive
workforce really does make a difference as a
driver for better collaboration and innovation.





There's enough sea for
everyone to explore.

Happy Women's Day!

Maritime SheEO also
celebrates 2 years of the

She of Change Magazine!


